Supplemental Search Resources

**ADS-B Exchange**
World’s largest source of unfiltered flight data.

**Archive.li**
Archive.li is a time capsule for web pages! It takes a ‘snapshot’ of a webpage that will always be online even if the original page disappears.

**Big Pharma Violation Tracker**
This is a terrific violation tracker on pharmaceutical company violations.

**California Registry of Charitable Trusts**
verify whether a charitable organization or fundraiser is in compliance

**C.I.A. Reading Room**
An excellent source for declassified information that they don’t tell you has been declassified.

**Climate Files**
Archival database of news, information and documents.

**Clinical Trials**
A .gov database of privately and publicly funded clinical studies conducted around the world.

**Committee on The Judiciary**
Hearings and meetings, legislation, nominations, and judiciary updates.

**Congress – Legislation**
Want to see what your congressman/ congresswoman is up to? A searchable database of current Bills, Lists, and Legislation.

**Corporate Rap Sheets**
Dossiers summarizing the most significant crimes, violations and other questionable activities of some of the world’s largest and most controversial companies.

**Department of Justice (DOJ)**
Press releases detailing investigations, indictments, policies, news releases.
Or, dig into their archives to review old documents, including those from prior administrations.

**Drugwatch**
Pharmaceutical manufacturers, their medications, lawsuits, and recalls.

**FBI Press Releases**

Keep current on investigations, arrests, and announcements. You can also review testimony to ongoing cases as well as videos, speeches and other topics.

**Global Incident Map**

Real time global map tracking human trafficking incidents and news, amber alerts, forest fires, disease outbreaks, HAZMAT situations, gang activity, border security, Presidential threat, terrorism events, drug interdictions, non-terror aviation incidents, food/medicine incidents.

**Government Documents**

This collection contains digital versions of United States Government documents.

**Historical Documents: US Foreign Relations**

Historical record of major U.S. foreign policy decisions and significant diplomatic activity.

**Government Grants**

Want to see where some of our tax dollars are going? This is a searchable database for government grants.

**ICANN WHOIS**

ICANN’s WHOIS Lookup gives you the ability to lookup any generic domain, such as “icann.org” to find out the registered domain holder.

**IndexMundi – Global Statistics**

A detailed country statistics, charts, and maps. Explore and analyze thousands of indicators organized by region, country, topic, industry sector, and type.

**Influence Watch**

Information on over 6,500 public policy influencers on demand.

**Inspector General Reports**

All Federal Inspector General reports in one place.

**International Consortium of Investigative Journalists**

A conglomerate of leaks with investigations by journalists into West Africa leaks, China, the U.S. and more.

**Just The Real News**
Unfiltered Government documents, releases, and statements, searchable by category.

**Justice.gov**
Press releases, department info, and resources.

**LittleSis**
Free database of who-knows-who at the heights of business and government.

**National Archives**
Archived Presidential White House Websites, as well as a wealth of other searchable documents.

**Newspapers.com**
Online newspaper archive with 10,400+ newspapers from the 1700s–2000s.

**Offshore Leaks Database**
Find out who’s behind more than 785,000 offshore companies, foundations and trusts.

**Open States**
Track bills, review upcoming legislation, and see how your local representatives are voting in your state.

**OpenSecrets**
Federal Election Commission records of receipts from all individuals who contribute at least $200.

**Pacer**
On-line access to U.S. Appellate, District, and Bankruptcy court records and documents.

**ProPublica**
Summaries of 3 million tax returns from tax-exempt organizations and financial details.

**Resignations**
An ongoing list, updated daily, with notable resignations all across the country, as well as significant people/politicians in other countries. The numbers are staggering

**The Ancestor Hunt**
Historical newspaper articles about your ancestors, there are 1000’s of free historical newspaper links.

**United States Census Bureau**
The nation’s leading provider of data about its people and economy.
U.S. Right to Know

U.S. Right to Know is a nonprofit investigative research group focused on the food industry.

USA Spending

tracks federal spending to ensure taxpayers can see how their money is being used.

The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS)

database contains information on reports of adverse events (illnesses, health problems and/or symptoms) following immunization with US-licensed vaccines.

Voter Records

Free political research tool to study more than 65 million voter records.

WayBackMachine

Good when you notice a web page containing information has been altered. Use the WayBackMachine to find a screenshot archive of it before they altered it.

The White House – Trump Administration

All executive orders, statements, press briefings and memorandums. For easy reference of Executive Orders, here is a current list of all Executive Orders, maintained on Corey’s Digs.

Wikileaks

Review direct correspondence between politicians and many others.

Wikipedia

Wikipedia is a great source for tracing someone’s history, family connections and dates.

WorldCat

World’s largest network of library content and services.